
“Walk a mile in someone else’s shoes” and you begin to understand them. Men and women are told a lot about 
what it means to be a good husband or wife respectively, but they also need to understand what it is like to be the 
other spouse. ”Beyond a “Mars/Venus” approach that recognizes that men and women are different, this seminar 
shows that it is exactly the way that God intended it to be and that those differences actually fit and benefit the 
marriage relationship.

This seminar includes Biblical teaching for husbands and wives as well as breakout sessions* to discuss the God 
given design for marriage. Participants will understand the importance of their spouse as well as their own role. 
The seminar can be modified to fit any schedule or meet specific needs.  The material presented is suitable for 
both Christian and non-Christian couples. It makes a great outreach opportunity as well as a resource for your 
members.

Seminar topics include:

Wayne and Tami have been married since 1981.  
They have raised five children and are enjoying
ten grandchildren. Their unique, genuine and
interpersonal style has made them sought after
teachers. They have extensive experience working in
churches of all sizes and groups of all ages. Their 
interests are their faith, their family and each other.

"Draw me after you and let us run together!"
Song of Solomon 1:4
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Hundreds have attended.
Here's what they're saying:

"Meaningful content, based in scripture, engaging." 
"Fabulously infused with God's Word." 

"Intelligently designed, creative and biblical" 
"Open and  honest...'Real-life' practical" 

"I've been married 57  years and learned a lot"
"Uplifitng and positive...Enjoyed every minute of it!" 

www.HisShoesHerShoes.com
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Taught by Wayne and Tami Roberts

A His Shoes Her Shoes marriage seminar

Happily

For more information, to schedule a seminar 
or to find out about a seminar near you, 

contact Wayne and Tami at 
HisShoesHerShoes@Hotmail.com

• From Single to Mingled - The purpose for marriage
• Looking for 'Happily Ever After' - Marriage misconceptions
• Big Shoes to Fill - Being a husband
• These Shoes Are Too Tight - Being a wife
• If the Shoe Fits? - Making it work
• Tongue Tied - Communication in marriage
• Pumps and Penny Loafers - The fashion of passion
• Whose Bed Are Your Shoes Under? - Faithfulness in marriage
• It's All About The Soles (Souls) - Getting to Heaven, together

Additional His Shoes Her Shoes family resources

Head over
His Shoes Her Shoes pre-marital seminars

Scheduling now for 2021-22
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